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In the prologue to the film, the voice of a man reads a list of instructions that sound like an ancient 

enchantment. Later, a woman pronounces an invocation, unwillingly and monotonously, almost 

irritatingly, in the way one recites a prayer they know by heart, lazily but word for word, perhaps in 

fear that it may lose its magical qualities if any part of it is left out. Saint Lawrence, cure these burns 

with the power God has given you. 

 

Just over a month ago I was pulled to Madrid’s Sala Berlanga by Buñuel’s Las Hurdes, one of those 

films that bears an mythical aura, especially if one has not yet seen it. Because it is barely half an hour 

long, there was a double session programmed that afternoon. Once Buñuel’s bloodcurdling portrait of 

an almost prehistoric region was over, I was able to watch a film in privileged conditions; this is, with 

no idea of what the film was about or who the director was, completely unprejudiced. It was perhaps 

that surprise effect that made the impossible come true: the second film had an even greater effect on 

me than Las Hurdes. 

 

The film was Far from the trees (Lejos de los árboles, in Spanish), filmed by Jacinto Esteva (1936-1985) 

throughout the 1960s. It presents a portrait of some of the customs and festivities of mid-century 

Spain, from Pontevedra to Malaga, from La Rioja to Catalonia. The images of this very peculiar 

documentary, though, are not what one has in mind for a campaign by the Ministry of Tourism that 

aims to promote Spain as an ideal travel destination. The brutality of some of the scenes collected by 

Esteva would not appeal to the modern tourist in search of the sun; perhaps to the cultivated 

nineteenth-century traveller looking for Iberian primitivism: collective exorcisms, bleeding penitents, 

donkeys thrown off mountainous peaks. 

 

In the 1960s, when the country was opening up to the world, the customs shown by Esteva 

contradicted the modernised vision of Spain promoted by the authorities. That is why it is subversive 

to hear the narrator of the film speak in a tone that is very similar to the commentators of NO-DO. His 

voice shares the friendly attitude employed by news reporters of the day when informing about one of 

General Franco’s official visits or when celebrating the virtues of the regime’s peaceful Spain. The 

Spain on official show was one with people working in the modern car factories, with tourists in bikini, 

with Real Madrid winning the European Cup. This image was not an ideal partner of the regulated 

anarchy of the brutal festivities that remained –some still do– in Spain; primitive rites dressed in 
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religion, the invocation of a saint as a pretext to liberate repressed instincts, civilised life legally put on 

hold for a few days. Same as today, same as always: the celebration of the wine harvest filmed by 

Esteva in Haro (region of Rioja) is a live version of Bruegel’s drunken feasts. 

 

The film shown in June at the Sala Berlanga is the result of recent restoration by Pere Portabella, a 

great filmmaker who produced the original Far from the trees in the 60s. Compared to the original, 

which can be seen on YouTube, Portabella’s editing gives the film a greater intensity. In an interview to 

MACBA on the occasion of the restoration, Portabella argued that Far from the trees was above all a 

denunciation of Franco’s National-Catholic regime. To speak of the film in strictly political terms, 

though, seems to me an understatement. The comment is at least as social as it is political and 

religious. This is clearly seen in the scenes dedicated to bullfighting. Despite being an easy target –a 

type of public entertainment that was openly supported by the authorities–,Esteva’s depiction of it is 

almost praising. Without ignoring its most horrifying moments, the scenes of the corrida are shown 

alongside images of a Spanish village where dozens of young men hound a bull with the cowardly 

bravery typical of popular feasts. After a while, the animal is tied to a lamppost by its horns and struck 

fatally in the head by one of the participants. Shortly afterwards, the rest of the men appear like flies 

in order to inflict their personal punishment on the corpse. Even if one doesn’t like bullfighting, the 

solitary bullfighter is dignified in this comparison. In the village scene, one witnesses the exact moment 

in which a group of people voluntarily deprive themselves of their individuality and become a crowd, a 

mob, scum. 

 

I think Far from the trees’ relevance lies in being more than a mere example of anti-Francoist culture, a 

frozen image of a particular historical period. If the film greatly impressed me it was precisely because 

of the similarities I found between the festive rituals of then and now. Besides a lesser degree of 

violence towards animals, I saw no major differences between the drunkenness –alcoholic and 

spiritual– of the sixties and today. To this lesson on how a society’s most firmly-rooted customs know 

little of historical periods and political regimes, one must add the immense visual strength of the film, 

without which its impact would have diminished with the passing of time. It is the work of an artist 

whose talent was somewhat spoilt later: after making a handful of films, Esteva followed the path of 

the cursed bohemian artist, an excessive character who one even ends up despising after watching the 

intense documentary filmed as a homage by his friend Joaquín Jordà shortly after his death. 

 

There is a constant contradiction throughout Esteva’s film. Despite the horror distilled by its most cruel 

scenes, the camera’s eye is nonetheless paused, objective. There is horror, yes, but also fascination. In 

this way, Far from the trees places itself on the same artistic plane as Goya’s Caprichos and scenes of 

witchcraft, the Goya who observes the most primitive superstitions of the men and women who make 

up the great social mass with horrified fascination. Esteva is also an heir of José Gutiérrez Solana, of his 

expressive yet impartial scenes. Much in the same way of Goya and Solana, in his film Esteva finds a 

strange communion between brutality and aesthetic greatness. 

  

After an hour and a half of images of ill-treated animals, of people almost suffocating in a sea of hands 

that desperately reach out to touch an image of the Virgin Mary, of mass drunkenness and self-

imposed physical sufferings, Far from the trees ends with an austere scene: the camera overlooks the 

top of a cityscape until, amongst the jumble of buildings, a large window is lit. We hear the first chords 

of a guitar and a figure begins to move in the distance. A moment later, we are inside the lit room 

watching Antonio Gades dancing. The sequence that follows, of a profound beauty, is perhaps the 

most intense in the film, the most moving. But why this scene at the end of such a film? Is it perhaps 
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the moral of the story, the demonstration that man’s most dark impulses find a more dignified outlet 

through the individual act of art, far from the trees of the community? The felt spasms of Antonio 

Gades and his dancing partner are a peak of expression, of extreme joy and sadness, of violence and 

eroticism: the remote and primitive impulses of humankind exhibited in a few minutes of ecstatic 

dance, of cante jondo. 

 

 


